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Abstract
Introduction: The purpose of this study was to evaluate
the incidence of dentinal defects after root canal preparation with reciprocating instruments (Reciproc and WaveOne) and rotary instruments. Methods: One hundred
human central mandibular incisors were randomly
assigned to 5 groups (n = 20 teeth per group). The
root canals were instrumented by using the reciprocating
single-file systems Reciproc and WaveOne and the fullsequence rotary Mtwo and ProTaper instruments.
One group was left unprepared as control. Roots were
sectioned horizontally at 3, 6, and 9 mm from the apex
and evaluated under a microscope by using 25-fold
magnification. The presence of dentinal defects
(complete/incomplete cracks and craze lines) was noted
and analyzed by using the chi-square test. Results:
No defects were observed in the controls. All canal preparation created dentinal defects. Overall, instrumentation
with Reciproc was associated with more complete cracks
than the full-sequence files (P = .021). Although
both reciprocating files produced more incomplete cracks
apically (3 mm) compared with the rotary files (P = .001),
no statistically significant differences were obtained concerning the summarized values of all cross sections
(P > .05). Conclusions: Under the conditions of this
study, root canal preparation with both rotary and reciprocating instruments resulted in dentinal defects. At the
apical level of the canals, reciprocating files produced
significantly more incomplete dentinal cracks than
full-sequence rotary systems (P < .05). (J Endod
2013;39:501–504)
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T

he primary aims of chemomechanical root canal preparation include the preservation of the original course of the canal and cleaning of the entire root canal
system. One common complication associated with mechanical canal preparation is
vertical root fracture (VRF), which usually leads to tooth loss (1, 2). Various
nickel-titanium instruments with different designs have been introduced, but the
use of probably all of them results in dentinal defects like incomplete cracks or
even VRF (3–6). It is still unknown whether even minor dentinal defects may lead
to root fractures (2, 7); therefore, currently the consensus is that such defects
should be prevented (5–7). Furthermore, some other cofactors that promote VRF
have been discussed such as the use of high concentrations of sodium hypochlorite
(8), the tooth anatomy (9), the placement of prosthetic posts (10, 11), and
different obturation techniques (3).
The recently introduced single-file nickel-titanium systems Reciproc (VDW,
Munich, Germany) and WaveOne (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) are
able to prepare canals with only 1 instrument, thereby requiring less time than rotary
full-sequence systems (12). These files are made of a special nickel-titanium alloy
called M-wire (13). This M-wire alloy provides increased flexibility and improved resistance to cyclic fatigue of the instruments (14, 15).
The reciprocating movement is claimed to relieve stress on the instrument by
special counterclockwise (cutting action) and clockwise (release of the instrument)
movements, and it is assumed that this movement reduces the risk of cyclic fatigue
caused by tension and compression (16–18).
It might be speculated that when using only 1 instrument for complete preparation, more stress will be generated during mechanical instrumentation compared
with canal instrumentation by using full-sequence systems. Thus, it might be assumed
that the incidence of dentinal defects might be increased compared with preparations by
using full-sequence rotary systems. Currently, no data are available to prove or disprove
this assumption. Therefore, the aim of this investigation was to compare the incidence of
dentinal defects after preparation with reciprocating (Reciproc and WaveOne) and fullsequence rotary Mtwo and ProTaper instruments.

Materials and Methods
A total of 100 freshly extracted human mandibular central incisors with mature
apices and straight root canals (<5 ) were selected (19). All roots were observed
with a stereomicroscope under 20 magnification (Expert DN; M€uller Optronic,
Erfurt, Germany) to exclude cracks. Only single-rooted teeth with a single canal and
a single apical foramen were included. This was verified by viewing their buccal and
proximal radiographs. Coronal access was achieved by using diamond burs, and the
canals were controlled for apical patency with a size 15 K-file (VDW). The canal width
near the apex was approximately compatible with size 20. This was checked with silver
points sizes 15–25 (VDW). On the basis of the distance between the cementoenamel
junction and the apex, the teeth were allocated into 5 identical groups. The homogeneity
of the 5 groups with respect to this parameter was assessed by using analysis of variance
(P = 1.0). The working length was obtained by measuring the length of the initial instrument (size 15) at the apical foramen minus 1 mm.
After each instrument or after 3 pecks by using the reciprocating files, 2 mL NaOCl
was used as irrigant. The irrigation needle (NaviTip 31-gauge needle; Ultradent, South
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Figure 1. Cross section at the 6-mm level without any dentinal defects.

Figure 2. Cross section at the 6-mm level showing a complete and a partial
dentinal crack.

Jordan, UT) was placed as deep as possible into the canal without
binding to the canal wall but not deeper as the predetermined working
length minus 1 mm.
All instruments were set into rotation with a 6:1 reduction handpiece (Sirona, Bensheim, Germany) powered by a torque-limited electric motor (VDW Silver Reciproc motor, VDW). For each file the
individual torque limit and rotational speed programmed in the file
library of the motor were used, whereas Reciproc and WaveOne were
used in a reciprocating working motion generated by the motor.
In group A, all Mtwo instruments were used to the full length of the
canals by using a gentle in-and-out motion. The instrumentation
sequence was 10.04, 15.05, 20.06, 25.06, 30.05, 35.04, and 40.04.
In group B, ProTaper instruments were used in a modified crowndown manner by using a gentle in-and-out motion. The instrumentation
sequence was SX instrument at two-thirds of working length, S1 and S2
at working length – 1 mm, and then F1 (20.07), F2 (25.08), F3
(30.09), and F4 (40.06) at working length.
In group C, a R40 Reciproc file with size 40 at the tip and taper of
0.06 over the first 3 mm was used in a reciprocating, slow in-and-out
pecking motion. The flutes of the instrument were cleaned after 3
in-and-out-movements (pecks).
In group D, a large reciprocating WaveOne file with size 40 and
taper of 0.08 was used in a reciprocating, slow in-and-out pecking
motion. The flutes of the instrument were cleaned after 3 pecks.
No glide path was created before instrumentation with the R40 and
the WaveOne file because the initial size of all canals was equal to size 20.
In each of these groups, 20 canals were enlarged. Thus, a total of
80 canals were prepared. Instruments were used to prepare 4 canals
only. The last group (20 teeth) served as control group.
All root canal preparations were completed by one operator (S.B.),
and the assessments of the cross sections were performed by 2 other
examiners who were blinded in respect to all experimental groups.
After preparation, only the crowns of the teeth were embedded in
resin (Technovit; Heraeus-Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany) so that no
shrinking forces influenced the roots. The teeth were horizontally
sectioned at 3, 6, and 9 mm from the apex with a 0.1-mm low-speed
saw (Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany) under water-cooling. To avoid any artifacts by dehydration, the teeth were kept moist in purified filtered water
throughout all experimental procedures.
All slices were observed under a digital stereomicroscope (Expert
DN) at 25 magnification by using a cold light source, and pictures
were taken. In cases of discrepancy in the observations of the 2 examiners, the slices were inspected again and discussed until a consensus

was reached. Fractures, incomplete cracks, and craze lines as well as
the relative and absolute length of the defects were recorded by using
the ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, public domain).
The incidences of the different defects were analyzed by using the
chi-square test at a significance level of P < .05.
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Deﬁnitions of the Defects
No defect is root dentin without any lines or cracks on the external
or the internal surface of the root (Fig. 1).
Incomplete crack is a line extending from the canal wall into the
dentin without reaching the outer surface.
Complete crack is a line extending from the root canal wall to the
outer surface of the root (Fig. 2).
Craze lines are all other lines that did not reach any surface of the
root or extend from the outer surface into the dentin but did not reach
the canal wall.

Results
The distribution of the different defects is summarized in Table 1.
Overall, instrumentation with Reciproc files was associated with
significantly more complete cracks compared with Mtwo and ProTaper
(P = .021), but no significant differences were obtained between
Reciproc and WaveOne (P > .05). Regarding the different sections
(3, 6, and 9 mm), no significant difference was found between the
4 2file systems (P > .05).
Only in the apical section (3 mm), Reciproc and WaveOne
produced significantly more incomplete cracks than Mtwo and ProTaper (P = .001). Concerning the length of the incomplete cracks,
the data were not distributed normally (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed no significant differences between
the groups (P > .05).
Craze lines were detected in all groups, without any statistical
difference between the 5 groups (P > .05).

Discussion
This study revealed that dentinal defects occurred independent of
the type of instruments used (rotary full-sequence systems or reciprocating instruments). In the apical part of the canals the reciprocating
files produced significantly more incomplete cracks compared with
the rotary instruments (P < .05). Previous studies showed that dentinal
defects can be related to instrumentation techniques and obturation
JOE — Volume 39, Number 4, April 2013
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TABLE 1. Number of Cracks in the Different Cross-section Slices (n = 60 in each group) and Percentage of Sections in Which Defects Were Present
Absolute number of complete cracks/percentage of
specimens with complete cracks

Control
Mtwo
ProTaper
Reciproc
WaveOne
P value

Absolute number of incomplete cracks/percentage of
specimens with incomplete cracks

3 mm

6 mm

9 mm

Total

3 mm

6 mm

9 mm

Total

0/0%
0/0%
2/10%
4/20%
1/5%
.140

0/0%
1/5%
1/5%
5/25%
5/25%
.99

0/0%
1/5%
0/0%
2/10%
1/5%
.551

0/0%
2a/3.3%a
3a/5%a
11b/18.3%b
7a,b/11.7%b
.021

0/0%
7a/25%a
8a/30%a
17b/60%b
16b/55%b
.001

0/0%
6/20%
9/35%
10/35%
8/30%
.614

0/0%
5/10%
3/5%
2/10%
3/10%
.627

0/0%
18/15%
20/23.3%
29/33.3%
27/30%
.114

Note that more than 1 crack per slice was possible.
Values with the same superscript letter were not statistically different at P = .05; P values are given for the absolute number of defects.

methods, and currently no method is able to completely avoid such
defects (5, 6).
The differences between the instruments tested regarding the incidence of dentinal defects may be due to the preparation technique and
the cross-sectional design of the instruments. Both Mtwo and Reciproc
have an identical S-shaped cross-sectional design with sharp cutting
edges, whereas ProTaper and WaveOne are characterized by a triangular
or modified triangular cross section that results in a lower cutting efficiency and less chip space (12). An increased cutting ability is usually
associated with an improved cleaning efficacy (20, 21). The reciprocal
motion seems to enhance debris transportation toward the apex (22)
and may increase torsional forces. It should be evaluated in further
studies whether these increased torsional forces in combination with
sharp cutting edges, as found in Reciproc instruments, are in general
associated with an increased risk of creating dentinal defects.
Overall, Reciproc instruments caused significantly more complete
cracks than the full-sequence rotary instruments (P = .026). Hitherto,
no definitive conclusion can be made regarding the clinical implication
of these dentinal defects on long-term follow-up (23, 24). It is yet
unclear whether craze lines and incomplete cracks may propagate
into complete cracks and fractures after completion of the root canal
treatment. In addition, following treatment procedures such as postspace preparation or retreatment (2) or simply masticatory forces
and occlusal loading (25) are discussed as cofactors for the development of dentinal defects or fractures. However, even teeth without
any root canal treatment may fracture. Currently, there is an evident
lack of correlation between the results obtained in this type of studies
and the clinical situation. Despite efforts to reproduce the clinical
conditions in the laboratory setting, it is impossible to eliminate discrepancy between the 2 situations and to eliminate possible influence of
external factors on the results. Storage of the specimens before, during,
and after the preparation may affect results, especially when mechanical
properties of the specimens are investigated.
The sectioning method used in the present study allowed the evaluation of the effect of root canal treatment procedures on the root dentin
by direct inspection of the roots and is in agreement with a methodology
described in a previous study (5). However, numerous other methods
have been described such as stress distribution measurements, observations of the presence of defects in tooth sections, and resistance of the
root canal–treated tooth to fracture (26–29). The latter method applies
an external force until the root fractures (30). Hence, the method in the
present study differed from that approach because no external forces
were applied, and the influence of root canal preparation on the
root canal walls and the adjacent dentin was observed directly. In
addition, resistance to fracture does only provide information on
VRF, but the occurrence of dentinal defects cannot be detected.
Dentinal defects not connecting directly with the pulp space or the
root canal wall were defined as craze lines. It is still unclear whether
JOE — Volume 39, Number 4, April 2013

these defects may be caused by the stresses generated during mechanical
instrumentation exceeding the tensile strength of the collagen matrix (2).
In the present study, craze lines were also observed in unprepared teeth.
Although this finding is contradictory to previous studies (2, 3, 5), it was
assumed that they may be a result of forces induced during extraction
procedures. Hence, these defects were classified as artifacts, although
it has been claimed that fractures observed in one section could
communicate with the canal space in an adjacent section (3). This
supposition was recently supported by nondestructive observations of
VRF induced in extracted teeth and assessed by using optical coherence
tomography (7).
Further clinical studies are required to assess the benefits of reciprocal root canal instrumentation concerning its probably immanent risk
factors and its impact on treatment outcome.
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